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James Wheeler Davidson was born in Austin, Minnesota in 1872 and educated at the
Northwestern Military Academy. After a brief stint organizing tours for members of the local
opera house, he was invited to join Peary’s second Greenland expedition in 1893. After this
fifteen-month adventure was complete, he returned briefly to Minnesota and then went to
Formosa as a war correspondent in the Sino-Japanese war of 1895. He was appointed US
consul agent in Formosa in 1896, a position he held until 1903, when he was transferred to
Manchuria and then to Shanghai the following year. He wrote extensively during this period,
and his book The Island of Formosa, Past and Present, published in 1903, is still considered
one of the primary authoritative books on Taiwanese history.
Davidson returned to the United States in 1905 suffering from typhoid and met his future
wife, Lillian Dow, on the ship coming home. They married in 1906 and moved to Winnipeg,
where he started his life as a businessman in Canada. The couple moved to Calgary in 1907
and in 1915, their daughter Marjory was born. Together with his brother, C.H. Davidson, and
investors from the U.S., Davidson was involved in a number of successful business ventures,
including the Calgary Colonization Company, the Crown Lumber Company, and the Royalite Oil
Company. He was also actively involved in a number of different initiatives in Calgary,
including the construction of the Lougheed Building, the Calgary Symphony Orchestra, the
Alberta Motor Association, and the Calgary-Banff Tourist Development Association.
Davidson began his involvement with Rotary in 1914. In 1919, he became the President
of the Calgary District Rotary Club, and for the remainder of his life, Rotary would play an
increasingly important role. In 1921, he travelled to Australia and New Zealand with James L.
Ralston, and they were successful in generating enthusiasm for Rotary and instrumental in
getting several new clubs chartered. After increasing involvement locally and nationally with
Rotary, James, Lillian and Marjory embarked on a thirty-two month trip in 1928 to Turkey,
Greece, Egypt, Jerusalem, India and the Far East. The purpose of the trip was to promote the
expansion of Rotary clubs across the world, and they were successful in getting 23 Rotary clubs
chartered in 12 different countries. Throughout this period, James submitted regular reports to
Rotary International about his progress, and Lillian maintained detailed journals and contributed
regular articles about their travels to The Rotarian magazine.
The Davidson family returned to Canada in 1931 and were enthusiastically welcomed
home by their Rotarian family at a large formal dinner in Vancouver. In 1932, the family moved
to Vancouver, as James was in failing health. In 1933, at the age of 61, James passed away.
Tributes poured in from all over the world after his passing, as he had met and touched so many
lives. A lasting tribute to James proposed by the Alberta Motor Association and the Rotary Club
of Calgary was the dedication of Mount Davidson, near Banff, Alberta.
Lillian and Marjory continued their involvement with Rotary for many years, and they
kept an active correspondence with many of the people they met on their travels. Lillian was
asked to speak at various Rotary events, and her articles about their Rotary extension trip were
published in a book, Making New Friends, in 1934. Lillian died in Vancouver in 1958. Marjory
also spoke at Rotary events, including the Rotary International Convention in Taiwan in 1994.
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She married Jack Abramson with whom she had three children: Don, Rikki and Heather Lynn.
Marjory died in Delta, British Columbia in 2003 at the age of 88.
Fonds consists of records created and collected by members of the Davidson family over three
generations. Includes correspondence, travel journals, reports, presentation notes,
newsclippings, scrapbooks, photographs, artefacts and published materials. The fonds is
arranged into eight series based on the records creator and records format: (I): James Wheeler
Davidson; (II): Lillian Dow Davidson; (III): Marjory Dow Davidson; (IV): Don and Leslie
Abramson; (V): Photographs; (VI): Scrapbooks; (VII): Artefacts and textiles; and (VIII):
Published material.
Title based on name of creators
Includes 2.79 m of textual records, 94 cm of graphic material, 5.36 m of objects, and 52 cm of
published materials.
Associated material –
•

•

•

James Wheeler Davidson’s Peary Expedition journal and other associated records
(correspondence, expedition papers, sketches, photographs, glass slides and a
scrapbook) are held at the National Archives and Records Administration, Washington,
DC. Reference number: Entry A1 60, boxes 1-5, Collection XJWD.
Davidson lantern slide collection containing 131 slides taken in Formosa and Japan is
held at the University of British Columbia Museum of Anthropology Archives. The slides
have been digitized an are accessible on the museum’s website. Reference number:
Collection 16.
Family photographs and some textual records are held in the James Wheeler Davidson
fonds at the Glenbow Archives, Calgary, AB.

Related records in Archives and Special Collections, University of Calgary:
•

The Dr Robert Lampard Rotary Collection contains records created and collected by Dr
Lampard during research for his book, The Life and Times of Rotarian James Wheeler
Davidson, FRGS. Reference: Accession 2012.006.
o An original Davidson notebook and an oversized photograph in the Lampard
collection are listed in this finding aid as 2012.006/1.01 and 1.02.

Files highlighted in yellow have been digitized and are accessible online in the James Wheeler
Davidson Family Collection: http://asc.ucalgary.ca/davidson-family
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SERIES DESCRIPTIONS
Series I: James Wheeler Davidson (JWD). – 1886-1933. -- 47 cm of textual records and
graphic material.
Series consists of records pertaining to Davidson’s education, personal and professional
activities from his teenage years until his death in 1933. Includes correspondence, journals,
reports, legal documents, presentation notes, honours received by Davidson, newsclippings,
photographs and sketches, publications and related materials.
Series II: Lillian Dow Davidson. – 1900-1993. – 1.15 m of textual records.
Series consists of records documenting Lillian’s family’s business in San Francisco, her
education and her activities during her marriage to James Wheeler Davidson. Includes
correspondence, travel journals and notes pertaining to the Davidson’s travels for Rotary,
articles and presentations written by Lillian, tributes about James which she received following
his death and associated materials.
Series III: Marjory Dow Davidson. – [192-] - 2003. – 12 cm of textual records.
Series consists of Christmas cards and scrapbooks Marjory created during the Rotary
Extension trip, Christmas cards created after her marriage to Jack Abramson, and
correspondence and presentations from the 1970s-1990s. Also contains a folder of records
pertaining to Mount Davidson.
Series IV: Don and Leslie Abramson. – 1987, 2010. – 1 cm of textual records and graphic
material.
Series consists of correspondence and photographs relating to JWD.
Series V: Photographs. – [c1873] - 1972. – 94 cm of graphic material.
Series consists of glass lantern slides, slides and photographs of family events and
travels, both private and on Rotarian business.
Series VI: Scrapbooks. – 1887-1931. – 1.04 m of textual records and graphic material.
Series consists of scrapbooks containing newsclippings, photographs and textual
records relating to the life and activities of James Wheeler Davidson, Lillian Dow Davidson, and
their families.
Series VII: Artefacts and textiles. – [c1890-c1931]. – 5.36 m of objects.
Series consists of items collected by Davidson family members during their international
travels in the Arctic, the Far East and Oceania. Includes JWD’s Rising Sun medal, gifts from
Rotary Clubs which he established in other countries, several boxes of silk, batik, cotton and
lace textiles, and other items.
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Series VIII: Published material. – 1799-[1987]. – 52 cm of published works.
Series consists of books published by James and Lillian and publications they collected
relevant to their activities and interests. Includes leather and cloth bound editions of Davidson’s
book, Formosa Then and Now, and Lillian’s Making New Friends, numerous volumes pertaining
to Arctic exploration and Peary, and others on the Far East and Europe.
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Series I : James Wheeler Davidson (JWD) – 1886-1933. -- 47 cm of textual records and
graphic material.
2012.004/01.01
Manchurian notes [text]. – 1886-1888. – 1 folder.
File contains two leather bound volumes. The larger volume contains transcribed articles
from the Chinese Times in copperplate handwriting; the smaller volume is a bibliographic index
of alphabetically arranged locations in Manchuria.
2012.004/01.02
Co-partnership agreement – Davidson and Martinson [text]. – 1889. – 1 folder.
2012.004/01.03
Clan Dhai [text]. – 1889-[192-?]. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s Association of Clan Dhai membership certificate (ca. 1912);
booklets entitled “History of the Clan Dhai” and “Rules and List of Members (1911); and an 1889
letter to JWD’s father from another Davidson indicating his family connections which was found
in the Clan Dhai booklet. James W. Davidson is included in the Clan Dhai list of members
which was published in 1912 (see:
http://www.clandavidson.org.uk/Clan%20Dhai/Clan%20Dhai%20List%20rev01.pdf)
2012.004/01.04
Military commission [text]. – 1891. – 1 folder.
File contains a certificate re JWD’s appointment to the rank of Second Lieutenant in the
Illinois State Militia.
2012.004/01.05
Northwestern Military Academy certificate [text]. – 1891. – 1 folder.
File contains an oversized certificate declaring JWD had satisfactorily passed his
examinations.
File is located in oversized box 16.
2012.004/01.06
New York Amusement Emporium brochure [text]. – [ca.1892]. – 1 folder.
File contains a small brochure advertising the New York Amusement Emporium and the
services it offered to theatrical and operatic productions. JWD was the manager of the
Emporium.
2012.004/01.07
Handwritten postcard [text]. – 1892. – 1 folder.
File contains a handwritten postcard created by JWD and addressed to C.H. Davidson,
which comments on his activities and includes a drawing of mountains.
2012.004/01.08
The Journal of the Second Peary expedition and log of the “Falcon” [text] : 1893-1894. –
[Photocopied 197-?]. – 1 folder.
File contains a photocopy of JWD’s journal created during the Peary Expedition of 18931894. The original diary was donated to the U.S. Polar Archives in 1972.
Related items: see file 11.15 pertaining to the donation of the original journal.
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2012.004/01.09
The Journal of the Second Peary expedition and log of the “Falcon”, bound photocopy [text] :
1893-1894. – [Photocopied 197-?]. – 1 folder.
File contains a hard bound photocopy of JWD’s journal created during the Peary
Expedition of 1893-1894. The original diary was donated to the U.S. Polar Archives in 1972.
Related items: see file 11.15 pertaining to the donation of the original journal.
2012.004/01.10
Peary expedition: outline and journal transcript [text] : 1893-1894. – [Transcribed 192-?]. – 1
folder.
File contains a transcript of JWD’s Peary expedition journal and a 2 page “outline” of the
expedition’s purpose, cost, members, equipment and ship. May have been transcribed by
Lillian Dow Davidson during the 1920s.
2012.004/01.11
Photographs and sketches from the Peary expedition [graphic material]. – 1893-1894. – 1
folder.
File contains sketches (photographed and original), and photographs of members of the
Peary expedition and their activities.
2012.004/01.12
Newsclippings and articles re the Peary expedition and Arctic exploration [text]. – 1893-1925. –
1 folder.
2012.004/01.13
Passport – Formosa [text]. – 1894. – 1 folder.
File contains a Japanese passport issued to JWD, allowing him to accompany Japanese
generals “to all places of action or remain in any of the various Encampments …”on Formosa;
and an English translation.
2012.004/01.14
JWD correspondence [text]. – 1894, 1904-05, 1913-1933. – 1 folder.
File contains letters written to and by JWD on a variety of issues, including his intention
to become a “Japo-Chinese War” correspondent; his role as US Consular General in Shanghai;
his book on Formosa; his roles in Rotary, amongst others.
2012.004/02.01
Formosa war diary [text]. – 1895. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s leather-bound Formosa war diary which he illustrated with sketches.
Entries are from June and July of 1895.
2012.004/2.02
Postage stamps of the Republic of Formosa [text, ephemera]. – c1895-1896. – 1 folder.
File contains three copies of a leaflet, “Postage Stamps of the Republic of Formosa”,
written by JWD, and 4 Formosan postage stamps.
2012.004/02.03
Formosa, Manchuria newsclippings, correspondence and related documents [text, graphic
material]. – 1895-1898. – 1 folder.
File contains original and photocopied documents pertaining to JWD’s roles in Formosa
and Manchuria, including newsclippings and transcripts of news articles; a Japanese passport
dated August 1895, with English translation, allowing the bearer to travel to Formosa with the
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army; a letter written in Japanese, with English translation, to JWD’s father about JWD;
photographs; a sketch created by T.G Gowland, Acting US Consular Agent in Taiwan during the
late 1880s; and other documents.
2012.004/02.04
Order of the Rising Sun [text]. – 1895. – 1 folder.
File contains a photocopy of a letter from the Acting Chief Secretary to the Government
of Taiwan to JWD’s father announcing JWD’s receipt of the Order of the Rising Sun medal; and
a news release.
Related material: JWD’s Order of the Rising Sun medal is located at 17.02
2012.004/02.05
Japanese document recognizing JWD as US Consular Agent at Tamsui [text]. – 1896. – 1
folder.
File contains a Japanese document recognizing Davidson as US Consul, and two
English translations.
2012.004/02.06
“Through Eastern Seas, Formosa Bound” [text]. – 1901. – 1 folder.
File contains two reprints of articles written by Consul James W Davidson for the Mower
County Transcript about his 71day journey to Formosa via Europe and North Africa.
2012.004/02.07
“Formosa Under Japanese Rule” [text]. – 1902. – 1 folder.
File contains three reprints of JWD’s article, which was read before the Japanese
Society of London in 1902.
2012.004/02.08
“The Island of Formosa Past and Present” [text]. – [c1903]. – 1 folder.
File contains leaflets advertising JWD’s book on Formosa.
2012.004/02.09
Formosa book review [text]. – [c1902]. – 1 folder.
File contains typescript of a review article about JWD’s Formosa book.
2012.004/02.10
“The Island of Formosa Past and Present – Reviews” [text]. – 1902-1903. – 1 folder.
File contains published reviews of JWD’s book which are bound into a volume with cloth
covers.
Volume is located in Box 27.
2012.006/1.01
Manchurian library catalogue [text]. – [c1905]. – 1 folder.
File contains one leather bound volume containing James Wheeler Davidson's
"contributions to a bibliography of Manchuria". Each entry lists the title, author, publisher and
date of publication of books and articles written in numerous languages on the subject of
Manchuria.
2012.004/02.11
Journal of the America Association of China [text]. – 1905. – 1 folder.
File contains the Vol.I, no. 15 issue of the Journal, which includes JWD’s article entitled,
“The Amur River” (pp.24-34).
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2012.004/02.12
Queen’s Quarterly [text]. – 1906. – 1 folder.
File contains the October, November, December 1906 issue of Queen’s Quarterly which
includes JWD’s article entitled, “The Canadian Northern Railway” (pp.97-108).
2012.004/02.13
Wedding book – Jim and Lillian Davidson [text]. – 1906. – 1 folder.
File contains a book containing a certificate of marriage for James W Davidson and
Mabel Lillian Dow, united in Oakland, California on 9 October, 1906.
2012.004/02.14
Presentation notes [text]. – 1909?. – 1 folder.
File contains handwritten notes for a presentation pertaining to Russia.
2012.004/02.15
Certificate of naturalization [text]. – 1923. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s Certificate of Naturalization to the Dominion of Canada, 18 October
1923.
2012.004/02.16
Tributes to JWD [text]. – 1923-1931. – 1 folder.
File contains published and unpublished tributes to JWD, mostly in regards to his roles
within Rotary International.
2012.004/02.17
Christmas cards [graphic material]. – 1923 - 1930. – 1 folder.
File contains cards sent by Jim, Lillian and Marjory from Calgary and their overseas
travels.
2012.004/02.18
Last will and testament [text]. – 1926. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s 1926 will and a typewritten note regarding the cause of his death,
likely created by Lillian.
2012.004/02.19
Newsclippings and articles re JWD [text]. – [c1926]-2003. – 1 folder.
File contains accounts, in various formats, of JWD’s activities, adventures and exploits.
2012.004/03.01
A short chat on Formosa [text]. – 1927. – 1 folder.
File contains a “postcard tour” of Formosa, apparently created by Clarence Griffin, a
teacher who wrote to JWD in 1927 stating his admiration of Davidson’s Formosa book (see file
1.14).
2012.004/03.02
Report on the “Quebec situation” [text]. – 1927-1928. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s report to Rotary International regarding efforts to extend RI into
Quebec, and related correspondence.
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2012.004/03.03-03.04
Reports to Rotary International [text]. – 1928-1931. – 2 folders.
File 3.03 contains JWD’s reports to RI during his worldwide trip to advance Rotary.
File 03.04 contains copies of the reports in negative format.
2012.004/03.05
Notebooks [text]. – 1929-193-. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s notebooks, containing RI contacts, meeting notes, financial records
etc.
2012.004/03.06
Correspondence, notes, maps re Rotary travel [text]. – 1929-1931. – 1 folder.
2012.004/03.07
Scientific displays in the circus [text]. – c1930. – 1 folder.
File contains promotional material for the Circus Fans Association of which JWD was
Chairman. Also includes an article JWD wrote about his love of circuses.
2012.004/03.08
Lotus seeds [text]. – 1923. – 1 folder.
File contains an article on lotus seeds sent to JWD by its translator. JWD received a
pair of lotus seeds during his Rotary travels.
Related items: Lotus seeds, Rotary International holder and box gifted to JWD located at
box 17.05.
2012.004/04.01
Presentation on elephants [text, graphic material]. – [c1930]. – 1 folder.
File contains a presentation written by JWD’s about elephants and accompanying
photographs of dead elephants and a surviving baby elephant.
2012.004/04.02
Report to Rotary International re work in Asia [text]. – 1931. – 1 folder.
File contains JWD’s “Report in Resume” on his work in Asia for RI.
This report is also in file 3.03 along with Davidson’s reports to Rotary while on his Rotary
Extension voyage.
2012.004/04.03
Telegrams to JWD on return home – from personal friends and relatives [text]. – 1931. – 1
folder.
2012.004/04.04
Telegrams to JWD on return home – from Rotary clubs and Layton Ralston [text]. – 1931. – 1
folder.
2012.004/04.05
In appreciation to James W Davidson [text]. – 1931. – 1 folder.
File contains a leather-bound volume containing original letters and telegrams to JWD
on his return home to Canada from his lengthy Rotary International travels.
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2012.004/04.06
That Man Davidson [text]. – 1931. – 1 folder.
File contains a tribute to JWD by Leland Case written shortly after JWD arrived home. A
second copy of the document is annotated to suggest that the tribute was presented at the
Detroit convention in 1934.
2012.004/04.07
Letterhead. [ephemera]. – [192- - 193-]. – 1 folder.
File contains Rotary International Letterhead used by JWD in various roles with the
organization.
2012.004/04.08
Newsclippings re JWD’s death [text]. – 1933. – 1 folder.
2012.004/04.09
Life and death of James Wheeler Davidson [text, graphic material]. – 1891-1974. – 1 folder.
File contains a items removed from a binder created after JWD’s death which relate to
his life and death. The records were removed from the binder for conservation reasons. A
photocopy of how the material was presented in the binder is included in the file.
Series II: Lillian Dow Davidson. – 1900-1993. – 1.15 m of textual records.
2012.004/04.10
Dow Pump and Diesel Engine Co. [text, graphic material]. – 1900-1920. – 1 folder.
File contains records pertaining to Lillian Dow Davidson’s father’s business in San
Francisco, California. Includes a general catalogue, share certificates, a capitalization offer,
financial statements, correspondence, and promotional materials.
2012.004/04.11
Record of the Class of 1904 [text]. – 1907. – 1 folder.
File contains a hard-bound volume containing details of the 1904 graduates of the
University of California. Lillian Dow is named on page 41.
2012.004/04.12
George Dow’s diary [text]. – 1906. – 1 folder.
File contains a Lillian Dow Davidson’s father’s diary which contains a commentary on the
San Francisco earthquake of 1906, as well as details of business contacts and related issues.
2012.004/04.13
Correspondence [text]. – 1906-1993, predominant 1933-1935. – 1 folder.
2012.004/04.14
Rotary conference program [text]. – 1920. – 1 folder.
File contains a 19th District conference program whose cover is overwritten with a tribute
to Lillian Davidson by governors of the District.
2012.004/05.01
Notebooks [text]. – 1921, 1930-1931. – 1 folder.
File contains various notebooks kept by Lillian re appointments, travel etc.
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2012.004/05.0205.06; 06.01-06.02
Travel journal [text]. – 1927. – 7 folders.
Files consist of a travel journal created by Lillian Dow Davidson during the family’s trip to
attend the Ostend, Belgium convention of 1927 which was followed by travels around central
Europe and London. Chapters include: Belgium, Italian Hill Towns, Rome, Switzerland,
Germany, France, and London.
The records were in a black binder but have been removed into acid free folders for
conservation purposes.
The journal has missing pages.
2012.004/06.03-06.04
Travel journals - Rome [text]. – 1927. – 2 folders.
Files consist of a travel journal created by Lillian Dow Davidson during the family’s trip to
Rome in 1927 as part of their European travels after attending the Ostend, Belgium convention
of 1927.
2012.004/07.01
Travel journal [text]. – 1927. – 1 volume.
Item is a large volume containing the travel journal created by Lillian Dow Davidson
during the family’s trip to attend the Ostend, Belgium convention of 1927 which was followed by
travels around central Europe and London.
2012.004/08.01
Application for non-immigrant visa, newsclippings and fragments [text]. – 1928, 1932. – 1 folder.
File contains various documents pertaining to, created or collected by Lillian.
2012.004/08.02-08.12;
09.01-09.11; 10.01-10.11
Rotary extension travel journal [text]. – 1928-1931. – 33 folders.
Files contain a travel journal created by Lillian Dow Davidson during the family’s Rotary
International extension voyage. Some files contain fragments of and/or duplicate chapters.
Annotations appear on several of the records.
2012.004/10.1210.15; 11.01
Travel notes [text]. – 1928-1931. – 5 folders.
Files contain incomplete portions of Lillian’s Rotary extension travel journal.
2012.004/11.02
Rotary leaflets [text]. – 1927-1955. – 1 folder.
File contains Rotary club leaflets from around the world, including club directories,
newsletters, songsheet, and text of a dinner presentation.
2012.004/11.03
From Athens to Yokohama in the footsteps of James W Davidson [text]. – 1931. – 1 folder.
File contains various versions of an article on JWD and his Rotary extension voyage.
2012.004/11.04
Chinese pirates article [text]. – 1932. – 1 folder.
File contains an article written by Lillian and associated correspondence.
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2012.004/11.05
Circus [text]. – 1933. – 1 folder.
File contains correspondence and other documents received and written by Lillian
regarding the circus and the Circus Fans Association.
2012.004/11.06-11.07
Correspondence re JWD’s death [text]. – 1933. – 2 folders.
Files consist of letters received from Lillian and Marjory following Jim Davidson’s death.
The records were removed from a 2 hole punch binder for conservation purposes.
2012.004/11.08
Tributes to JWD following his death [text]. – 1933-1934. – 1 folder.
2012.004/11.09
Tributes to JWD [text]. – 1950-1979. – 1 folder.
2012.004/11.10
Memories of JWD – collected and compiled by Lillian [text]. – 1933. – 1 folder.
2012.004/11.11
Talk to Rotary Club [text]. – 1943. – 1 folder.
2012.004/11.12
Mount Davidson [text]. – 1935. – 1 folder.
File contains correspondence, newsclipping and articles relating to the naming of Mount
Davidson.
2012.004/11.13
Christmas cards – Lillian and Marjory [text]. – 1936-193-. – 1 folder.
2012.004/11.14
Melbourne Rotary Club [text]. – 1951-1957, 1992. – 1 folder.
File contains documents relating to the history of the Melbourne Rotary Club which JWD
was instrumental in founding.
2012.004/11.15
Donation to Polar Archives [text]. – 1971-1972. – 1 folder.
File contains correspondence, newsclippings, leaflets and associated materials relating
to the donation of JWD’s journal from the Peary Expedition to the US Polar Archives in
Washington, DC.
2012.004/12.01
Convention speeches [text]. – [1932-1933?]. – 1 folder.
File contains speeches presented by Lillian at Rotary conventions. There are pages
missing from the speeches.
Series III: Marjory Dow Davidson. – [192-] - 2003. – 12 cm of textual records.
2012.004/12.02
Christmas cards - Marjory [text]. – [192-]. – 1 folder.
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2012.004/12.03
Boats and sailors around the world [text]. – [c1930]. – 1 folder.
File contains a scrapbook compiled by Marjory during the Rotary extension voyage.
2012.004/12.04
Christmas cards – Abramson family [text]. – [194-]. – 1 folder.
2012.004/12.05
Correspondence [text]. – 1975-2001. – 1 folder.
File contains letters and attachments pertaining to JWD.
2012.004/12.06
Presentations re Rotary [text]. – [197-]-1980. – 1 folder.
File contains text of presentations Marjory gave about her Rotary extension travels.
Includes two undated presentations and one dated May 29, 1980.
2012.004/12.07-12.09
Taipei conference [text, graphic material]. – 1994. – 3 folders.
Files contain correspondence, convention brochures and program, articles, text of
Marjory’s presentation, photoprints and slides.
2012.004/12.10
Correspondence re JWD in Formosa [text]. – 1997. – 1 folder.
File contains Marjorie’s communications with Dr Chen from the Academia Sinica, Taipei,
regarding James Davidson’s Formosa experiences and book. Includes documents about JWD
(many of which are photocopies) which Dr Chen sent to Marjorie as attachments to his letters.
2012.004/12.11
Mount Davidson [text]. – 2003. – 1 folder.
File contains documents pertaining to the ascent of Mt Davidson and photocopies of
earlier documents pertaining to the naming of the mountain in 1935.
Series IV: Don and Leslie Abramson. – 1987, 2010. – 1 cm of textual records and graphic
material.
2012.004/12.12
Correspondence, photographs [text, graphic material]. – 1987, 2010. – 1 folder.
File contains a letter and emails pertaining to JWD, photographs of a Rotary convention
display re JWD, and a chronology of James Wheeler Davidson.
Series V: Photographs. – [c1873] - 1972. – 94 cm of graphic material.
2012.004/13.01-13.04
Photographs. [graphic material]. – [c1873-c1933]. -- 4 folders.
Files contain images of Davidson family members in formal portraits, including a baby
picture of JWD, and casual snapshots at home and on their travels. Also includes images of
local venues and people taken during the Davidson’s Rotary expansion journey, and of artefacts
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JWD received from Rotary clubs around the world. Most images are unidentified; some have
annotations on the back.
2012.004/13.05
Arctic and Peary expedition [graphic material]. – 1892-1893, 1972. -- 100 photographs : b+w
and hand col. slides.
2012.004/Box 14
14.01-14.264
Glass slides [graphic material]. – [c1892-c192-]. – 264 photographs : b+w and hand col. glass
lantern slides ; 8 cm x 8 cm and 8 cm x 10 cm.
Slide collection includes images from the Arctic, Formosa, Japan, and mainland China.
Some slides are identified and some have numbers on them – apparently they were used by
Davidson in public lectures.
These images have been digitized and researchers must access the digital version
rather than the original slides.
Descriptions of individual slides is available at the end of this finding aid.
2012.004/15.01-15.08
Photograph albums [graphic material]. – 1926 - 1933. – 8 albums.
Albums contain photographs of the Davidson family and their travels. Includes albums
focussing on (1)1926 journey from Mesa Verde to San Francisco; (2) 1926 journey from
Colorado to San Francisco with the Pragers; Switzerland; (3) 1928 journey from Washington,
DC to Constantinople (4) “From Constantinople to Athens by hydroplane” – this album features
a large number of images of Marjory and may have been created by her; (5) Darjeeling,
Bangalor, Anuradhapura; (6) Egypt, India, Malaya, Singapore, Bali. This album is annotated
“With love to the best Grandma on earth. From Marjory”; (7) “Rotary Extension, James W
Davidson”, includes textual comments about some images; (8) portraits of JWD taken during the
Rotary Extension journey and in the last years of his life; funeral and memorial to JWD.
2012.004/15.09
Oversized photographs [graphic material]. – 1926, 1931. – 1 folder.
File contains two oversized photoprints of: (1) Council Rotary International, Chicago,
1926; (2) Vancouver Rotary Club dinner celebrating Davidson family’s return home to Canada,
Vancouver 1931.
Folder is located on shelf with oversized boxes in fonds.
2012.006/1.02
Annual conference of Rotary Clubs [graphic material]. – 1924. – 1 folder of graphic material.
File contains one oversized image of the delegates attending the annual conference of
Rotary Clubs in the Fourth District of International Rotary, posing outside the Hotel Macdonald.
The conference was held in Edmonton, Alberta on April 21-22, 1924. James Wheeler Davidson
is sitting on the ground at the front and middle of the group.

Series VI: Scrapbooks. – 1887-1931. – 1.04 m of textual records and graphic material.
2012.004/16.01
Davidson scrapbook [text]. – 1887-1906, 1990 – 1 scrapbook.
Scrapbook contains newsclippings, photographs, correspondence, marriage
announcements and other documents pertaining to James Wheeler Davidson’s exploits and his
family and to Lillian Dow Davidson's family.
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2012.004/16.02
‘Lillian Dow Davidson’ scrapbook [text]. – 1891-1906 – 1 scrapbook.
Scrapbook contains newsclippings, correspondence, photographs, published items and
other documents pertaining to JWD’s activities, with some content relevant to Lillian. The
scrapbook cover is engraved with “Lillian Dow Davidson” in gold lettering.
2012.007/1.01
James Wheeler Davidson scrapbook [text]. – 1893-1905 – 1 scrapbook.
Scrapbook contains newsclippings pertaining to JWD’s activities in the Arctic and the Far
East.
The original scrapbook is extremely fragile. A photocopy is available for reference use.
This scrapbooks has a custodial history which includes individuals who are not a part of
the Davidson family, but is thought to have been created by a member of the Davidson clan.
2012.004/16.03
Scrapbook fragments [text]. – 1926-1931 – 1 folder.
Folder contains pages from a scrapbook. Includes newsclippings and newsletter articles
pertaining to JWD’s Rotarian activities.
Series VII: Artefacts and textiles. – [c1890-c1931]. – 5.36 m of objects.
2012.004/17.01
Handmade British knife with bone handle [object]. – [c1890]. – 1 knife.
Knife was used by JWD during the 2nd Peary expedition. Handle is engraved, “JAE. W.
DAVIDSON. PEARY ARCTIC EXPEDITION”.
2012.004/17.02
Order of the Rising Sun medal [object]. – 1895. – 1 medal. – 1 wooden box with silk tassels.
The medal was bestowed on JWD by the Japanese emperor for the assistance he
provided to the Japanese on Formosa.
2012.004/17.03
Wooden boomerang [object]. – [c1921]. – 1 boomerang.
Handcarved boomerang was given to JWD during his visit to Australia in 1921 to extend
Rotary there. Text handwritten in pen on the boomerang reads: “To my friend Jim. Come back
to Australia. Fred”.
2012.004/17.04
Maori club [object]. – [c1921]. – 1 wooden club.
Handcarved Maori club was given to JWD during his visit to New Zealand in 1921 to
extend Rotary there. The club has incised line and dash relief carving and inset abalone shell.
Silver band on handle is inscribed, “Presented to Jim Davidson by the Auckland, N.Z. Rotary
Club which he established”.
2012.004/17.05
Lotus seeds [object]. – [c1929]. – 2 lotus seeds. – 1 enamelled pendant. – 1 wooden box.
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Small wooden box holding 2 lotus seeds and a metal pendant enamelled in blue and
white and reading “Rotary International”. There is an opening in the pendant to fit a lotus seed
into. The back of the box carries a notation in pen reading, “Lotus seeds 400 years old”.
2012.004/17.06
Rotary badge and pin [objects]. – [192-?]. – 1 felt badge. – 1 lapel pin.
Round, black felt badge with Rotary logo in blue felt and gold thread. “Rotary
International” is spelled out in gold thread on the blue felt. Approximately 3 ¼” diameter.
Gold diamond-shaped lapel pin bearing Rotary International logo. Approximately ½” x 1”.
2012.004/17.07
Printing plate [object]. – [c1931]. – 1 metal printing plate.
Metal printing plate of Rotary International’s “An Appreciation to James Wheeler
Davidson …”
2012.004/boxes 18-25
Textiles [objects]. – [192-?]. – 8 boxes of textiles.
Weavings, batiks, clothing and bedroom textiles made of silk, cotton, lace etc, mainly
from the Orient. Includes a ten piece bedroom set in pink silk satin, embroidered with silver
thread which was designed at the request of a Turkish Sultan. Items were purchased by or
given to the Davidsons during their Rotary Extension journey.
Series VIII: Published material. – 1799-[1987]. – 52 cm of published works.
Series contains books written by James Wheeler Davidson and Lillian Dow Davidson;
books about JWD or in which he is mentioned; and books collected by JWD and LDD on
subjects relevant to their activities. Several volumes contain inscriptions by the gifter.
2012.004/26.01
Making new friends : from near to far east for Rotary / Lillian Dow Davidson. -- Chicago ; Zurich
; London : Rotary International , 1934.
2012.004/26.02
The island of Formosa : past and present / James W. Davidson. – London ; New York :
MacMillan & Co. ; Yokahama ; Shanghai ; Hong Kong ; Singapore : Kelly & Walsh Ld , 1903.
Leather bound edition of JWD’s classic history.
2012.004/ 26.03
The island of Formosa : past and present / James W. Davidson. – London ; New York :
MacMillan & Co. ; Yokahama ; Shanghai ; Hong Kong ; Singapore : Kelly & Walsh Ld , 1903.
Cloth bound edition of JWD’s classic history.
2012.004/ 26.04
James Wheeler Davidson : profile of a Rotarian / N.T. Joseph. – Cochin, India : Rotary
International , [1987].
2012.004/ 26.05
American members of foreign orders / compiled by James Howard Gore. – Washington : F.W.
Roberts Co. , 1910.
Page 169 has an entry for JWD.
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2012.004/26.06
Who’s who in the world : a biographical dictionary of the world’s notable living men and women /
edited by H.L. Motter. – New York : The International Who’s Who Publishing Co. , 1912.
Page 352 has an entry for JWD.
2012.004/ 26.07
Peregrinations : volume II : we become Pacific-Ocean minded / Paul P. Harris. – Hawaii ;
Japan ; China ; The Phillipines ; Australia ; New Zealand ; Canada : Rotary international , 1935.
The volume is inscribed: “To our dear Lillian with best wishes of the season. Jean and
Paul, Jan 1st 36”
2012.004/26.08
Eccentricities of genious : memories of famous men and women of the platform and stage /
Major J.B. Pond. – New York : G.W. Dillingham Company , [1900?].
The volume is inscribed: “To my cousin Jim Davidson, a man after my own heart, a man
too whose make-up is much of all that is best in the friends I write about in this book of mine.
J.B. Pond, May 18, 1901”.
2012.004/26.09
The Arctic Club. – New York, 1906.
The book provides a history of the Arctic Club and its mandate, and contains a
“Biographical List of Members” with their credentials. JWD is listed on page 28.
2012.004/26.10
On Polar Trails: The Peary Expedition to the North Pole, 1908-1909 / John W. Goodsell ,
revised and edited by Donald W. Whisenhunt. – Austin, Texas : Eakin Press , 1983.
2012.004/26.11
Peary, the man who refused to fail / Fitzhugh Green. – New York ; London : G.P. Putnam’s
Sons , 1926.
2012.004/26.12
Arctic exploration / J. Douglas Hoare. – New York : E.P.Dutton & Co. , 1906.
2012.004/26.13
With Peary near the Pole / Eivind Astrup. – London : C. Arthur Pearson Limited , 1898.
The book gives a short account of the second Peary expedition and JWD’s frozen foot
(p.45).
2012.004/26.14
Nearest the Pole : A narrative of the Polar expedition of the Peary Arctic Club in the SS
Roosevelt, 1905-1906 / R.E. Peary, U.S.N. – New York : Doubleday, Page & Company , 1907.
2012.004/26.15
The book of Polar exploration / E.L. Elias. – London : George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd. , 1928.
2012.004/26.16
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Peary’s discovery of the North Pole : speech of Hon. J. Hampton Moore of Pennsylvania in the
House of Representatives, March 22, 1910. – Washington, 1910.

2012.004/26.17
Peary / Herbert L. Bridgman. – reprinted from Natural History , Vol XX, no 1, pp. 4-13, 1920.
2012.004/26.18
Robert Edwin Peary : memorial meeting at the Explorer’s Club – New York : March 12, 1920.
2012.004/27.01
The North Pole: it’s discovery in 1909 under the auspices of the Peary Arctic Club / Robert E.
Peary, with an introduction by Theodore Roosevelt. – New York : Frederick A Stokes Co , 1910.
2012.004/27.02
The search for the North Pole, or life in the great white world / Evelyn Briggs Baldwin. – Chicago
: 1896.
The volume contains an inscription to JWD by the author and news clippings which have
been pasted in.
2012.0004/27.03
A few ideas of the probable origins of the hill tribes of Formosa (two parts) & A glimpse at the
manners and customs of the hill tribes of north Formosa / John Dodd. – Journal of the Straits
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol IX, X and XV.
2012.004/27.04
China through the American window / compiled by Julean Arnold. – Shanghai : American
Chamber of Commerce , 1932.
2012.004/27.05
By camel and car to the peacock throne / E. Alexander Powell. – Garden City, New York :
Garden City Publishing Co Inc. , 1923.
2012.004/27.06
Glimpses of the Yangtze gorges / Cornell Plant. – Shanghai : Kelly & Walsh Limited , 1926.
2012.004/27.07
Florence, the city of flowers / Medici Arts Series. – Florence : G Fattorusso , 1925.
Volume was rebound by the Rotary club of Florence as a gift for visitors.
2012.004/27.08
Appleton’s guide book to Alaska and the northwest coast / Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore. – New
York : D Appleton and Company , 1893.
2012.004/27.09
Farmer’s Almanack, 1799, 1828, 1829, 1832,1841, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1846
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LANTERN SLIDES
Date(s) of
creation

Physical description

Physical
Description
dimensions

File number

Title

2012.004_14_1

Two manned kayaks on their sides in
the water

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two kayaks lying on their sides in the water, each with
people in them.

2012.004_14_2

"Bowdoin Glacier, Greenland"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large ice field, punctuated by mountaintops.

2012.004_14_3

Sunlit iceberg

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large iceberg glowing white in the sunlight and
floating in the sea.

2012.004_14_4

"Greenland, Melville Bay. Ittiblii skin
tents or Tiipiks (taken at midnight)"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two tiipiks on a beach, with a group of people and dogs
nearby.

2012.004_14_5

Map showing route of the 19051906 Peary Expedition

[ca. 1906]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a map showing route of the 1905-1906 Peary Expedition
showing North Pole, Baffin Island, Greenland and environs.

2012.004_14_6

"Tent. Bill and Marie"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a skin tent on a beach with a man and woman in fur and
skin clothing outside.

2012.004_14_7

"Eskimo Girl, Hopedale,. Labrador"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a seated girl wearing a dress, headscarf and wrap.

2012.004_14_8

Ship surrounded by ice floes

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the bow of a ship with ice floes in the surrounding
water

2012.004_14_9

Upernavik, Greenland

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

"Greenland, Upernavik. Panorama of the town and harbor from the
East, taken at midnight. Most northern settlement in the world. "
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2012.004_14_10

Skin tents on a shoreline

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows several skin tents with the sea and icebergs beyond.

2012.004_14_11

Steam/sailship painting

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a painting depicting a steam/sailship with a large iceberg
adjacent to it.

2012.004_14_12

"Greenland, Godhavn. Omiak or
woman's boat"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a large kayak manned by 9 people, off a mountainous
shoreline.

2012.004_14_13

"Godthaab Harbor, Greenland"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of Godthaab Harbour with a mountain in the distance.

2012.004_14_14

Group of four icebergs

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows four large and sunlit icebergs floating in a blue sea.

2012.004_14_15

Iceberg

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows an iceberg lit up by the sun.

2012.004_14_16

Iceberg and ship with a red sky

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a colourized view of an iceberg with a ship in the
background with a red sky. May be a photograph of a painting.

2012.004_14_17

Iceberg - above and below water

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is a copy from a newspaper showing an iceberg floating in the
water, with a much larger portion showing under the water.

2012.004_14_18

Man with a beard

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a man with short hair and a beard, wearing furs.
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2012.004_14_19

"Natives and sled. Greenland"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a group of native men dressed in furs, with a sled.

2012.004_14_20

Dogs

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows dogs in the snow. The image appears to be a copy from
a newspaper.

2012.004_14_21

Iceberg

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large iceberg floating in the sea.

2012.004_14_22

3 men onshore

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows three men in western dress on a snowbank.

2012.004_14_23

Northern landscape

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows ice, mountains and purplish-grey skies.

2012.004_14_24

"Hopedale Labrador"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a small town at water's edge, with numerous sailing ships
in the harbour.

2012.004_14_25

"Bowdoin Glacier, Greenland"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

2012.004_14_26

Native woman and children

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm
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Image shows a large ice field, punctuated by mountaintops.
Image is of a native woman with a baby on her back, surrounded by a
group of children.
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2012.004_14_27

"Eskimo boys, Hopedale Labrador"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a group of 5 small Inuit boys wearing furs and skins.
There is green grass and flowers on the ground behind them.

2012.004_14_28

Fishing party

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large group of men, mostly wearing western clothing,
on the ice, apparently fishing.

2012.004_14_29

"Stone igloo and natives, Greenland"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two boys on mounds of stone with entryways to the
interior.

2012.004_14_30

"The whalers Diana and Nova
Zembia, cruising in the Arctic -Dexterity Harbor and Baffin Land"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of two sailing ships surrounded by ice and icefloes.

2012.004_14_31

"Esquimo hut and group of natives"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a sod hut, with a chimney, and a group of Inuit outside
it.

2012.004_14_32

Icefield and camp

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large ice field, terminating in the sea, with a small
camp of tents on an adjacent shoreline.
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2012.004_14_33

"Transporting kiak overland.
Labrador"

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a kayak on shore, amongst timber buildings. One of the
buildings has a sod roof. A person in furs is seated on the boat.

2012.004_14_34

Dogsleds

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows several dogsleds at the base of a mountain. Two dogs
are in the background.

2012.004_14_35

Inuit group on a ship

[ca. 1893]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a group of Inuit on a ship, including a man, woman and
two children -- possibly a family. All are dressed in skins and furs.

2012.004_14_36

Horse and cart

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a horse, attached to a Chinese covered cart, eating from
a basket.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows the exterior side of a wall high on a hill, with a tower
built into it, and a view of the plains below. May be the Great Wall of
China.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a group of people with pack horses walking through a
passage with berms on either side. Other people are walking on the
top of one of the berms.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows two men dressed in western clothes sitting on a Chinese
horse-drawn cart and accompanied by a Chinese man. The image
was taken next to a gate in a wall.

2012.004_14_37

2012.004_14_38

2012.004_14_39

Great Wall of China (?)

On the move

Men with a cart

[189-?]

[189-?]

[189-?]

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

1 lantern slide : colour

1 lantern slide : colour
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2012.004_14_40

Cattle pulling carts

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows cattle pulling open carts laden with goods through a
town.

2012.004_14_41

Donkeys at work

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows three donkeys attached and pulling an object which is
not shown, along a town street.

2012.004_14_42

Chinese gate and three-tiered
pavilion

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a Chinese gate topped with a three-tiered pavilion.

2012.004_14_43

Guardian lion statue and Chinese
building

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a statue of a Chinese guardian lion outside an
embellished Chinese building.

2012.004_14_44

"Ruined pagoda - Tiehling"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a tall, multi-storied round Chinese pagoda in the town
of Tiehling.

2012.004_14_45

View from the wall

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a man and a woman in western dress on top of a high
wall on a hill.

2012.004_14_46

Farmer and donkeys

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a farmer feeding two donkeys which are attached to
farm implements in a field. In the background is a small gate and
some buildings.

2012.004_14_47

Three westerners on a walk with
Chinese guides

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows three men in western clothing, accompanied by two
Chinese men (guides?), walking in a rural area.

2012.004_14_48

Water buffalo and man wearing a
turban

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Images shows a man wearing a turban with numerous water buffalo
nearby.
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2012.004_14_49

Man-powered water pumps

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows Chinese men pedalling a man-powered water pump in a
river or lake. A group of two adults and a child work another pump in
the background.

2012.004_14_50

Fan palm

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a large fan palm tree with two men nearby.

2012.004_14_51

Street view

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a street with four storey high buildings either side.
There are wrought iron railings on the buildings' balconies and shops
on the ground floor.

2012.004_14_52

"Dwellings of Tsao tribe"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows native huts in a mountainous area with a river flowing
through it.

2012.004_14_53

"The Sun Ming Jow Bridge"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows two pedestrians traversing a brdige with a high arch
over a river. In the background are a number of buildings.

2012.004_14_54

"A Pailow or Honorary Portal"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a gate in a rural area with three square arches and
dragon embellisments.

2012.004_14_55

Chinese pagoda and guardian lion
statues

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a Chinese pagoda with two guardian lion statues in
front.

2012.004_14_56

Gardens in mountainous
surroundings

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a garden surrounded by mountains with buildings in the
background.

2012.004_14_57

Village and round pagoda

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a village with a tall round pagoda and a man in Chinese
dress walking nearby.
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2012.004_14_58

"Soldiers at Drill"

c1912

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a group of Chinese men carrying rifles with bayonets
attached. Two men carry striped Republic of China flags.

2012.004_14_59

Beheadings

c1898

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows 4 bodies with decapitated heads surrounded by
soldiers, one of whom is cleaning his sword on a cloth.

2012.004_14_60

Executions

c1898

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Images shows numerous naked and beheaded bodies.

2012.004_14_61

"Execution view of Boxer"

c1898

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a group of Chinese soldiers with two beheaded bodies
in the foreground and two men kneeling on the ground awaiting
execution.

2012.004_14_62

Town gate

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

2012.004_14_63

Town gate with pagoda

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

2012.004_14_64

Railroad

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

2012.004_14_65

Oxen bearing firewood

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two oxen carrying firewood, with several children
nearby.

2012.004_14_66

Wall and pagoda

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a tall wall with a pagoda on top of it.

2012.004_14_67

Harbour view

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a harbour packed with junks.

2012.004_14_68

Working port

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a port with heavily laden boats carrying reeds.
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Image shows an archway in a high wall. A fort sits atop the wall over
the archway.
Image shows a square arched gate with a pagoda sitting atop of it.
Image shows a railroad running into the distance with a palace-like
building nearby.
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2012.004_14_69

Map of Europe and Asia

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is a map showing a section of Europe and Asia and focussing
on the border of Russia and China.

2012.004_14_70

Great Wall of China

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the Great Wall of China rising into the mountains in the
background.

2012.004_14_71

Rock protected by a pagoda

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large rock with a pagoda built over top of it.

2012.004_14_72

Palace

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a palace-like assortment of buildings with covered
walkways linking them.

2012.004_14_73

Castle on a lake

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a tall castle-like building on a body of water, likely a
lake.

2012.004_14_74

"Stone bridge, Manzuzan"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a stone bridge with a small pagoda, in Mansusan, Korea.

2012.004_14_75

Round pagoda in disrepair

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a heavily eroded round pagoda tower, rising above
surrounding rooftops.

2012.004_14_76

Map of China

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a map of China, focussing on Manchuria, Kirin and
Sheng-King provinces.

2012.004_14_77

"Pagoda in West Keizan, Peking"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a pagoda tower with a bridge and a three arched gate in
the foreground.

2012.004_14_78

Chinese highway

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a dirt road, busy with travellers on foot and in carriages.
A berm runs alongside the road.

2012.004_14_79

Great Wall of China

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the Great Wall of China with a tower in the foreground
and the Wall rising into the mountains in the background.

2012.004_14_80

Chinese boat and oarsmen

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a small Chinese boat being powered by a group of men
with long oars.
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2012.004_14_81

Chinese woman in traditional
clothing

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a Chinese woman in traditional clothing and a head
dress. She is standing beside a chair and a small table.

2012.004_14_82

Wall and pagoda

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a pagoda behind a tall wall.

2012.004_14_83

Great Wall of China?

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the exterior side of a wall high on a hill, with a tower
built into it, and a view of the plains below. May be the Great Wall of
China.

2012.004_14_84

Mule drawn carriages

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a group of mule-drawn carriages in a town with
mountains in the background.

2012.004_14_85

Men with a cart

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two men dressed in western clothes sitting on a Chinese
horse-drawn cart and accompanied by a Chinese man. The image
was taken next to a gate in a wall.

2012.004_14_86

Horse-carried carriage

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a man waving from a carriage which is carried by
horses. There is snow on the gorund, suggesting the image was taken
in winter.

2012.004_14_87

Camel caravan in winter

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a caravan of camels, accompanied by walking men.
There is snow on the ground, suggesting the image was taken in
winter.

2012.004_14_88

Lion and lotus flower carvings

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a lion statue alongside a panel carving of a lotus flour in
water.

2012.004_14_89

"Chinese Gods"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows statues of Chinese gods on display under a roof
supported by wooden columns.

2012.004_14_90

Village scene

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a rural village scene with a four storey red building in
the background and travellers on a pathway.
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2012.004_14_91

Red brick building

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a red brick building with Chinese embellisments possibly a train station.

2012.004_14_92

At the docks

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows sailing boats at a dock with men at work on shore and
on deck.

2012.004_14_93

"The Poo-Cha Bridge"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a short arched bridge over a narrow river, with buldings
on stilts in the foreground.

2012.004_14_94

Decorated Chinese building

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a Chinese building with carvings decorating it, and
several men in the foreground.

2012.004_14_95

Chinese castle

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a large stone castle with horses, carts and people in the
courtyard outside it.

2012.004_14_96

"Manchu King's throne"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows an ornate throne with a cover embellished with
dragons.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a fort on a hill with a group of travellers passing
beneath it. The group has a small carriage and baggage being carried
by horses.

2012.004_14_97

"Horse litter"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white
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2012.004_14_98

"Chinese soldiers"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows members of the Paris Foreign Missions Society (?) with
a group of natives.

2012.004_14_99

A junk at sail

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a junk sailing close to land.

2012.004_14_100

Children outside the Hong Kong
Hotel

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows two small children and a baby, one carrying a basket
and possibly begging, outside the Hong Kong Hotel.

2012.004_14_101 Transporting reeds

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a large bundle of reeds on a cart being pulled by mules
and cows or buffalos along a street.

2012.004_14_102 Forest scene

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a forest scene with mist or smoke rising from it.

2012.004_14_103 "Chinese troops"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a group of Chinese men, several of which are wearing
identical tunics.
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2012.004_14_104 Rickshaw and driver

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a pulled rickshaw and driver, with two passengers.

2012.004_14_105 Crossing the river

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a herd of mules pulling a heavily laden wagon across a
river.

2012.004_14_106 "A Water Temple"

[189-?]

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a temple on a lake with a small boat in the foreground.

2012.004_14_107 "Cheapside, London"

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows Cheapside road in London, England with a view of St
Mary -le-Bow Church in the background. The roads are full of
pedestrian and commercial horse-drawn carts traffic.

2012.004_14_108 "The Bay of Naples"

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a street full of pedestrian and horse-drawn cart traffic in
a business district.

[189-?}

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows the Marble Pavilion in the Shalimar Gardens - a building
with elaborately carved wooden doors and a sod roof, with hills in
the background.

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows the main entrance via a long flight of wide stairs to
Delhi's primary mosque -- the Jumma Musjeed.

2012.004_14_111 Hillside town and gardens

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows formal white buildings on a steep wooded hillside with
a river or a watergarden in the foreground.

2012.004_14_112 "Palace of Justice, Brussels"

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows Brussels' Palace of Justice building rising above rooftops
of surrounding buildings.

"Marble Pavilion in Shalimar
2012.004_14_109
Gardens", Srinigar, India

2012.004_14_110

"Principal entrance to the Jumma
Musjeed", Delhi, India
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2012.004_14_113 "The Tower Bridge", London

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows London's Tower Bridge, with tug boats and sailing
vessels below it in the River Thames.

2012.004_14_114 Boats in an eastern port

1901-1902

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows boats laden with goods lined up along the shores of a
port.

2012.004_14_115 Gathering in China {?}

[189-?}

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a crowd of [Chinese?] people outside a buildng with
oriental embelisments.

2012.004_14_116 Girl in traditional eastern dress

[189-?}

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a girl in eastern dress standing by a table.

2012.004_14_117 Skulls on display

c 1895?

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows human skulls arranged in a line on a plank in the jungle.

2012.004_14_118 Town of Kagi

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a view over the rooftops of the town of Kagi.

2012.004_14_119 Formosan natives?

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a group of natives wearing traditional clothes

2012.004_14_120 “Dwellings of the Atayals”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a wooded hillside with dwellings amongst the trees and
a river in the valley below.

“______ors’ [Bachelors’?]
2012.004_14_121
Dormitory, Tsao Tribe”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows two-storey open sided hut with a thatched roof and a
ladder leading to the upper level. A group of men are sitting on the
upper storey.

2012.004_14_122 “Houses of Tsalisen Tribe”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows two lean-to type structures with slate rooves and open
sides.
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2012.004_14_123 “House of Paiwan Savages”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows an adobe building with a bamboo roof and reed door
coverings. There is an aboriginal man with a rifle apparently standing
guard outside.

2012.004_14_124 “Houses of Tsao Tribe”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows two large and one small round thatched buildings with
walls made of boards lashed together with twine. An adult and child
are outside one of the large stuctures, carrying bundles.

2012.004_14_125 “Female Vonum Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of the profile of a woman with long dark hair, wearing a
purple dress, earrings, bracelets and beaded necklaces.

2012.004_14_126 “Male Tsao Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of the profile of a man with mid-length dark hair pulled into
a ponytail, wearing no shirt and blue clothing from the waist down.

2012.004_14_127 “Female Tsao Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of the profile of a woman with short dark hair , wearing a
white and black top. Slide 175 shows another view of this person.

1 lantern slide : sepia

Image is of the profile of a woman with hair pulled back into an
elaborate beaded head dress. She is wearing numerous beaded
necklaces and long earrings.

2012.004_14_128 “Female Ami Savage”

c1895
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2012.004_14_129 “Female Paiwan Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of the profile of a woman with short dark hair pulled back
with a black headband.

2012.004_14_130 “Male Puyuma Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of the profile of a man with mid-length dark hair pulled back
with a blue beaded headband.

2012.004_14_131 “Tsalisen woman”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of the profile of a woman with dark hair pulled back with a
black headband. She is wearing long earrings and a dark-coloured
top.

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of an aboriginal man wearing a red wrap-around skirt and
carrying a bundle on his back in the countryside. There is a second
person partially in view to his side who is wearing a brimmed hat and
carrying a rifle.

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a group of men, women, children and babies, lined up for
the photograph to be taken. Some of the group are wearing
elaborate head dresses and clothing, but most of the group appear to
be in everyday work clothes.

2012.004_14_134 Native group

c1895

1 lantern slide : partially
colour-tinted black and white

Image is of a group of natives lined up for the photograph to be
taken,some of whom are carrying weapons. Some of the group are
wearing hats or garlands on their heads which have been colour
tinted red.

2012.004_14_135 Betel nut palm trees

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of palm trees, perhaps betel nut trees

2012.004_14_132 Native carrying bundle

2012.004_14_133 “Puyuma Savages”
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2012.004_14_136 “Banyan Tree, Koshun”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a large banyan tree, under which are standing a group of
9 men with another who has climbed into the tree's branches. Most
of the group are wearing military uniforms - they may be Japanese
soldiers.

2012.004_14_137 “Tainan Shrine”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a shrine with numerous buildings of similar architectural
style in the background

2012.004_14_138 “North Gate of Tainan”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a high wall with a wide arched entrance through it. On top
of the wall is a two-storey oriental-style building.

2012.004_14_139 “Senshugai, Daitotei”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a street in a town with two-storied brick buidlings on
either side.

2012.004_14_140 “Loom-works in Formosa”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a woman and child weaving on separate looms.

2012.004_14_141 Hair shaving and braiding

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows two men having their heads shaved and braided by men
in white clothing, while two other customers observe.

2012.004_14_142 “Education of Formosans”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a classroom of male students at desks taking notes. A
teacher stands in front of the class at a high table.

2012.004_14_143 “Tamsui Harbor”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a view of a harbour over the rooftops of a town, taken
from an elevated position.
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2012.004_14_144 “Female Ami Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is a portait of a woman wearing beaded necklaces, earrings
and hair ornaments.

2012.004_14_145 Native men and boys

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a group of men and boys posing for the camera, some
wearing elaborate ethnic costumes.

2012.004_14_146 “Tram-way Transportation”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a tramline with four small trams packed high with
goods. Each tram has one or two men on it to guide the load down
the hill.

2012.004_14_147 “Town of Twatutia”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a narrow town street with covered walkways on each
side with a few people and animals in view.

2012.004_14_148 “Temple at Kentan”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of an oriental-style building surrounded by bushes and trees

2012.004_14_149 “Port of Tamsui”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows sailing vessels in a port, with the rooves of buildings in
the foreground.

2012.004_14_150 “Residence of Lim family, Pankyo”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows the wood-panelled interior of a home with oriental
lanterns hanging from the ceiling.

2012.004_14_151 “House of Yozuisei, a native”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of the exterior of a large wooden buildng adorned with
oriental embellishments. A plastered brick building in some disrepair
is in the foreground.
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2012.004_14_152 “Formosan scenes” - 1

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a wooden gate in a courtyard outside a doorway in a
wall leading into a temple or shrine. There is oriental writing over the
doorway.

2012.004_14_153 “Formosan scenes” - 2

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of an elaborately carved stone gateway across a road. The
gateway has narrow arches on either side an a wide arch in the
middle.

2012.004_14_154 “Confucius Temple, Shoka”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a large two-storey oriental structure with two stone
stairways leading up to it from a stone patio.

2012.004_14_155 “Temple in Hokuko (Pak Kang)"

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows an oriental structure inside stone walls, with an altar
and flowers in its interior

2012.004_14_156 “East Gate of Shoka”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a high stone wall with an arched gateway in it, topped
with a two-storey oriental structure.

2012.004_14_157 “Imperial monument at Kagi”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
b+w slide

Image shows a tall vertical stone inserted into a wooden, stone and
plaster wall. The stone has carving and inscriptions along the top and
central portions

2012.004_14_158 “Confucius Temple, Tainan”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a stone altar with a wooden screen bearing oriental
lettering behind it.

2012.004_14_159 “Town of Koshun”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is an overview of a town with low buildings built of reeds and
bamboo with hills in the background.
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2012.004_14_160 “Temple of Faith, Hozan”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of an elaborately decorated one-storey building with stone
stairs leading up to it from a unpaved courtyard.

2012.004_14_161 “Pinam Plain”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows two men, one with a long spear, carrying a heavy load
on a pole. A third man with a rifle partially appears on the edge of the
image.

2012.004_14_162 “Prayer of the Tsous”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows two children crouched down in front of a man who has
laid ihis hand on the head of one of them. The man holds a small
green branch over the boy's head with his other hand.

2012.004_14_163 “Sugar Canes, Formosa”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a sugar cane field along a dirt road.

2012.004_14_164 “Tea Plantation in Formosa”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a field of tea bushes disappearing into the distance,
with a small hill in the background.

2012.004_14_165 “Tea-picking in Formosa”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a group of people working in a field of tea bushes.

2012.004_14_166 “Tea plants”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a field of tea bushes with farm buildings and a road in
the background.
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2012.004_14_167 “Preparing tea leaves”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a group of people working on large round shallow
baskets of tea leaves in a warehouse. The baskets are elevated on
legs and on adjacent shelves are other large trays of tea leaves left to
dry.

2012.004_14_168 “Transportation of Tea by Boats”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour

Image is of a group of people on a beach surrounded by small
covered boats and round parcels, apparently containing tea.

2012.004_14_169 “Tea Box Painting”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a group of five men handpainting flowers onto wooden
crates. In the background is a tall stack of similar crates, some
painted and some not.

2012.004_14_170 “Water Buffaloes”

c1895

1 lantern slide : sepia

Image shows a herd of water buffalo in a field. In the background are
small tree covered hills.

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of trees in a thick forest.

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of a profile portrait of a man with a headband and tied-back
medium length hair, numerous beaded necklaces, and a decorated
tube through a large hole in his earlobe. Slide 173 provides another
view of this person.

2012.004_14_171

“Forest of Drospyros Vtilis Hemsl,
Koshun”

2012.004_14_172 “Male Atayal Savage”
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2012.004_14_173 “Male Atayal Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is of a portrait of a man with a headband and tied-back
medium length hair, numerous beaded necklaces, and a decorated
tubes through large holes in his earlobes. He has tatoos on his
forehead and under his lower lip. Slide 17s provides another view of
this person.

2012.004_14_174 “Female Vonum”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is a portrait of a woman in plain clothing with long hair and
beaded necklaces.

2012.004_14_175 “Female Tsou Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is a portrait of a woman in plain clothing with short hair and
short beaded necklaces. Slide 127 shows another view of this person.

2012.004_14_176 “Female Puyuma Savage”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image is a portrait of a woman with a head covering including wide
white band and red and white round detailing.

2012.004_14_177 “Lim’s house, Pankyo”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows the entrance to a building which has elaborately carved
stone stairs, an octagonal roof over the landing, and carved doors.

2012.004_14_178 "Temple of Koxinga, Tainan"

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of an oriental building with carved columns in the entryway.

2012.004_14_179 “Temple in Kagi”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of the exterior of a two-storied white-washed oriental
building.
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2012.004_14_180 “Packing salt, Hokumonsho”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a group of people working outside with large, securely
tied packages.

2012.004_14_181 “Salt farm, Hoteishi”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a man raking salt in a large square pool in the ground.
In the background are groups of people and numerous other such
pools.

2012.004_14_182 “Salt farm, Hokumonsho”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a man raking salt in a large square pool in the ground.
In the background are numerous other such pools, some of which
have people working in them. .

2012.004_14_183 “Shipping salt from Hokumonsho”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows men carrying salt in baskets which are balanced on
poles across their shoulders. The men are walking on a track
alongisde a tidal river.

2012.004_14_184 “Bags of Tea at Tax Station”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows large bags stacked outside and under a roof, some
being carried by men.

2012.004_14_185 “Opium Smoking, poor people”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows a young man reclining on a platform alongside an older
seated man, both of whom are sucking on opium pipes. There is a tea
setting on the platform beside them.

2012.004_14_186 “Savage Bridge across Raga Kei”

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a group of people resting alongside a river, with a rope
and wooden bridge partially submerged in the foreground.
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2012.004_14_187 “Chinese Buildings at Fort Provintia”

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image is of a large stone building with oriental rooves.

2012.004_14_188 Map of Formosa

1901

1 lantern slide : black and white

Image shows map of Formosa created with assistance of James
Wheeler Davidson.

2012.004_14_189 Pottery works

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

Image shows a young woman running through an alley where
terracotta or stone pots were being stored.

2012.004_14_190 Hunters carrying pig

c1896

1 lantern slide : sepia

Image shows a pig-like animal, tied by its feet to a pole, being carried
upside down by two men, with a third man alongside carrying a rifle.

2012.004_14_191 Grave

c1897

1 lantern slide : colour

Image shows a stone grave set into a hill.

2012.004_14_192 "Awaji Island, Japan"

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a small harbour on Awaji Island (Japan) with small
fishing boats pulled up on land being tended by men, and larger
boats floating in the waters offshore. Numerous small boats can be
seen in the waters beyond a stone pier which protects the harbour.

2012.004_14_193 Japanese soldier (?) in woods

c1895

1 lantern slide : sepia

8 x 8 cm

Image shows an oriental man wearing a military hat and trench coat
standing in a wooded area. He may be a Japanese soldier.

2012.004_14_194 Oriental building and gardens

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a two-storied oriental building surrounded by a wall,
with a garden on the exterior side of the wall. The building bears
columns and oriental embelishments.

2012.004_14_195 Docked boats

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows two mid-sized oriental boats tied up at a dock, with
buildings and covered areas in the immediate vicinity.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows two small Chinese boys wearing traditional clothes, one
carrying a baby on his back, outside the Hong Kong Hotel which bears
a large sign exhibiting its name. One of the boys is carrying a small
basket and may be begging.

2012.004_14_196

Chinese children outside the Hong
Kong Hotel, Hong Kong

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour tinted
black and white slide
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2012.004_14_197 Large boat on shore (in dry dock ?)

2012.004_14_198

Terraced hillside and fields in a river
valley

2012.004_14_199 Three large bamboo water wheels

2012.004_14_200

View of town and harbour from a
hillside

2012.004_14_201 Small boat at the shore of a village

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a large boat bearing oriental letters, out of the water in
what may be a dry dock. A couple of people are on board the boat,
while others are on the ground near its hull.

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows terraced fields on a steep slope on one side of a river
valley, with small fields at the river's edge. The opposite side of the
river is heavily wooded.

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows three large water wheels made of bamboo erected in a
wet and wooded area.

c1895

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a view over the rooftops of a town and a harbour
surrounded by hills, looking out to sea.

c1895

1 lantern slide : sepia

8 x 8 cm

Image shows a small boat tended by a man at the shore, with a
village and hillside in the background.

2012.004_14_202

Elderly Buddhist man holding a
prayer wheel and prayer beads

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image shows an elderly Buddhist man holdng a prayer wheel in one
hand and prayer beads in the other.

2012.004_14_203

Young Indian girl wearing traditional
clothing and jewelry.

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Image show a young Indian girl wearing traditional clothing and
jewelry on her head (Mathi Patti), in her septum and a stud in the
side of her nose. She also wears a garland around her neck.

2012.004_14_204

Young Indian woman carrying a
small child in a basket on her back.

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 8 cm

Young Indian woman wearing work clothes and traditional jewelry,
and carrying a small child in a basket on her back using a sling around
her forehead.

8 x 8 cm

Image shows an elderly barefooted Indian woman wearing work
clothes and prayer beads around her neck, carrying a large trunk on
her back using a sling around her forehead.

Elderly Indian woman carrying a
2012.004_14_205
large trunk on her back

c1895

1 lantern slide : colour
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192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two women and one girl wearing traditional Japanese
dress in a Japanese dwelling. One of the women is playing a Japanese
stringed instrument called a "koto".

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a carving of three monkeys, one who is covering his
ears, another who is covering his mouth and the third who is covering
his eyes.

2012.004_14_208 Japanese cleaning ladies

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows three women cleaning a Japanese dwelling with rice
paper walls and floor mats made of straw.

2012.004_14_209 Japanese dwelling interior

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large room with painted screens along one wall and
bed rolls along the other.

2012.004_14_206 Japanese women with a koto

2012.004_14_207

Hear no evil, speak no evil, see no
evil

2012.004_14_210 Torii Gate, Itsukushima Shrine

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the torii gate at Itsukushima Shrine with a boat sailing
through it. The tall red Japanese gate sits in the waters near the
shrine.

2012.004_14_211 Japanese gong

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large Japanese gong hanging under a wooden roof.

2012.004_14_212 Girls in kimonos

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two Japanese girls dressed in kimonos and carrying
fans.

2012.004_14_213 Flowering trailing plants

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Iamge shows a variety of trailing plants all in bloom in a greenhouse

2012.004_14_214 Punting in the spring

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows numerous small punts on a river which has cherry trees
in blossom on its banks.
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192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Iamge shows three Japanese girls in kimonos near a pond with cherry
trees in blossom in the garden around them.

2012.004_14_216 A lakehouse in the spring

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a lakehouse with cherry blossoms blooming nearby.

2012.004_14_217 Arched bridge and river valley

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a brdige arching over a rushing river in a wooded valley

2012.004_14_218 Wisteria in bloom

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows three Japanese women in kimonos in a garden by a pool
with wisteria blossoming overhead.

2012.004_14_219 Potter at work

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a man working on a large ceramic vase, with completed
vases in the background.

2012.004_14_220 Mount Fuji at night

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows Mount Fuji across Lake Kawaguchi at night.

2012.004_14_221 Fūjin, Japanese god of wind

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a large sculpture of the Japanese god of wind, Fūjin.

2012.004_14_222 Buddha sculpture

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a large sculpture of Buddha in a shrine.

2012.004_14_215

Japanese girls beside a pond in
springtime
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2012.004_14_223 Japanese tea ceremony

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Iamge shows four Japanese women in kimonos pouring and drinking
tea

2012.004_14_224 "Mitsui Buishi Bank"

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows the exterior of the Mitsui Buishi Bank, a large white
building in the Classical style with Ionic columns.

2012.004_14_225 Housemaid at work

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a housemaid on the floor at work.

2012.004_14_226 Japanese greetings

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of two Japanese ladies in kimonos, bowing to one another
outside a garden gate.

2012.004_14_227 Japanese children

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a group of Japanese girls several of whom are carrying
babies on their backs.

2012.004_14_228 Watering the street

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Iamge shows a man pulliing a cart which is sprinkling water on the
street behind it to cool the air and reduce dust from traffic.

2012.004_14_229 Travelling salesman or beggar

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a man with a pack on his back speaking with a woman
in a household doorway. He appears to be a travelling salesman or a
beggar.

2012.004_14_230 Japanese women thrashing wheat

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two women thrashing wheat and tying straw into
bundles in a farm courtyard.

2012.004_14_231 Himeji Castle, Japan

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of the exterior of Himeji Castle in Japan
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Map of the island nations and
territories of the Pacific

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : black and white

8 x 10 cm

Image is a map of the south Pacific Ocean with annotations by hand

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two western women being carried on open-air litters,
while a man in western dress walks alongside with a horse.

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is a close-up view of an engraved panel, divided into squares
with a dragon at the centre of each, surrounded by flowers.

2012.004_14_235 Japanese shrine

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of the exterior of a large oriental building, perhaps a shrine,
with crowds in the garden outside

2012.004_14_236 Japanese funeral procession

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a parade or procession, perhaps a funeral, thruogh streets
crowded with onlookers. The people in the procession are wearing
white clothing and pulling a covered carriage or hearse.

2012.004_14_237 Bridge in a Japanese garden

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two women on a bridge over a pond in a Japanese
garden. The location may be Takinogawa, near Tokyo.

2012.004_14_232

2012.004_14_233 Japanese litters

2012.004_14_234

Engraved metal panel with dragon
design
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2012.004_14_238 Bridge over a creek

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a pedestrian bridge over a small creek in woods.

2012.004_14_239 Japanese women amongst flowers

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of three Japanese women in kimonos in a flowering garden.
Two of the women carry parasols.

Women in kimonos on garden
walkway

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of two women in Japanese clothing on a staggered walkway
in a water garden.

2012.004_14_241 Three-storey oriental building

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large, three-storey oriental-style building on a city
street with people lined up outside.

2012.004_14_240

2012.004_14_242 Japanese couple in traditional dress

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a Japanese couple in kimonos, sitting on floor mats. There
is a tea set on the floor in front of them and a painted panel in the
background.

Brick and stone building with water
garden

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large brickand stone building with a water garden and
lilypads in front of it.

2012.004_14_244 Yusen building, Tokyo

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large white building with classical architectural
embellishments.

2012.004_14_245 Meiji Memorial Picture Gallery

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a large, low-lying building made of stone blocks, with
two wings and a central tower.

2012.004_14_246 Cormorant fishing boat

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a fishing boat with two men aboard and several
cormorants sitting on its bow.

2012.004_14_243
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2012.004_14_247 Ships in port

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows an overview of a port with large ships at dock and the
surrounding buildings

2012.004_14_248 Girl with baby and chicken

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a small girl in a kimono with a baby strapped to her
back; a chicken in an open-weave basket covering is by her side.

2012.004_14_249 Mount Fuji and Lake Kawaguchi.

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows Mount Fuji across Lake Kawaguchi.

2012.004_14_250 Snow-covered Mount Fuji in cloud

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a snow-topped Mount Fuji with cloud obscuring the
view. In the foreground is a lake and hills.

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a man and two women cutting rice stalks in a muddy
rice paddy. The man is drinking from a tea pot; one of the women is
cutting the rice stalks while the other woman collects the stalks into
an open-weave basket.

8 x 10 cm

Image is of two women in kimonos viewing flowering plants that are
displayed under an awning and behind a bamboo barrier. The plants
have tags affixed which have Japanese writing on them

2012.004_14_251 Rice harvesters

2012.004_14_252 Japanese women at a flower show

192-?-193-?

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

1 lantern slide : colour

2012.004_14_253 Corporate building and streetcar

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of the exterior of a large seven-storey building that appears
to be corporate in nature -- perhaps an office building. There is a
streetcar or bus in the road and numerous cars parked across from
the building.

2012.004_14_254 Musician and Japanese girl

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a small Japanese girl in a kimono watching a man with a
basket over his head play a clarinet-like instrument. The two are
standing outside a residence.

2012.004_14_255 Picnicers and deer in a park

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows groups of people sitting on the grass in a large park with
deer roaming nearby.
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2012.004_14_256 Carved panel

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of an ornately carved panel -- possibly part of a shine -which includes birds of various types and flowers.

2012.004_14_257 Streetscene with hanging lanterns

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a street filled with shoppers and a building which has
numerous lanterns hanging in front of it.

2012.004_14_258 Garden with distant pagoda

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows garden plants in the foreground and the top of a
pagoda in the distance.

2012.004_14_259 Ikebana flower arrangements

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of several ikabana flower arrangements on display with
adjacent labels bearing Japanese writing.

2012.004_14_260 Chrysanthemums exhibit

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows three Japanese women in kimonos looking at a large
display of chrysanthemums arranged behind a barrier.

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of a Japanese woman in a kimono standing in a garden by
the edge of a pond with a fountain in the distance.

2012.004_14_262 Japanese residence and futons

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image shows a room in a Japanese house which has two futon
sleeping mats laid out on the floor and other furniture and décor
visible nearby.

2012.004_14_263 Kamakura Buddha statue

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

8 x 10 cm

Image is of the huge statue of Buddha at Kamakura, Japan.

2012.004_14_261

Japanese garden with pond and
fountain
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2012.004_14_264

Japanese women playing paddle ball
game

192-?-193-?

1 lantern slide : colour

52

8 x 10 cm

Image shows two Japanese women wearing kimonos playing a game
involving paddles used to hit a ball back and forth. Two children are
watching the game from the sidelines.

